
Tying and Fishing the Abu Optic Flies:
Unlocking the Secrets of Success
In the realm of fly fishing, few flies have captured the imagination of anglers
like the Abu Optic flies. Renowned for their effectiveness in tempting a wide
range of fish species, these flies have become synonymous with success.
This comprehensive article delves into the world of the Abu Optic flies,
providing an in-depth guide to tying and fishing techniques, along with
valuable insights to enhance your fishing experience.

Understanding the Abu Optic Flies

The Abu Optic flies owe their origin to the ingenious mind of Swedish
angler and fly tier Åke Bergström. Inspired by the shimmering patterns
found in the eyes of natural baitfish, Bergström developed a series of flies
featuring a unique combination of flashy materials and holographic fibers.
This innovative approach resulted in flies that not only mimic the
appearance of live prey but also possess an irresistible attraction.
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Characteristics and Features

Abu Optic flies are typically tied on relatively small hooks, ranging from size
10 to 18. Their defining features include:

* Holographic Fibers: Iridescent holographic fibers create a dazzling
effect that mimics the reflective properties of baitfish scales. * Flashy
Materials: Tinsel, crystal flash, and other shiny materials contribute to the
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fly's overall flash and appeal. * Realistic Eyes: Painted or 3D epoxy eyes
enhance the fly's lifelike appearance. * Varied Colors and Patterns: Abu
Optic flies come in a rainbow of colors and patterns, allowing anglers to
match the prevailing hatch conditions and target various fish species.

Material Selection and Tying Techniques

Tying the Abu Optic flies involves a combination of traditional fly-tying
techniques and innovative materials. Here's a step-by-step guide to get you
started:

Step 1: Gather Materials

* Hook: Size 10-18, preferably with a curved shank * Thread: Fine thread in
black or brown * Holographic fibers: Various colors and sizes * Flashy
materials: Tinsel, crystal flash, or holographic tinsel * Painted eyes or 3D
epoxy eyes * Head cement

Step 2: Prepare the Hook

Start by wrapping the thread around the hook shank, starting about one-
third of the distance from the eye. Make several tight wraps to create a
secure base.

Step 3: Tie on the Holographic Fibers

Select a bundle of holographic fibers in the desired color and size. Brush
out the fibers and tie them onto the hook shank, leaving a short tail.

Step 4: Add Flashy Materials

Wrap the tinsel or crystal flash around the holographic fibers, making sure
to cover the entire hook shank. Secure the material with tight thread wraps.



Step 5: Tie on the Eyes

Use painted eyes or 3D epoxy eyes to create realistic-looking eyes.
Position them on the hook shank and secure them with thread wraps or
epoxy.

Step 6: Finish the Head

Build up a small head in front of the eyes using thread wraps. Apply a thin
coat of head cement to finish the fly.

Fishing with Abu Optic Flies

When fishing with Abu Optic flies, the goal is to imitate the movement and
appearance of natural baitfish. Here are a few tips to maximize your
success:

Choose the Right Fly

Select an Abu Optic fly that matches the size, color, and pattern of the
prevalent hatch or targeted fish species.

Retrieve Techniques

Retrieve the fly in a slow and steady manner, allowing it to shimmer and
flash in the water. Experiment with different retrieve speeds and depths to
entice fish.

Fish Divers

Use split shot or sinking line to get the fly down to the feeding zone. This
technique is especially effective in deep water or when fish are holding low
in the water column.



Target Species

Abu Optic flies are effective for a wide range of species, including trout,
bass, walleye, and pike. Their versatility makes them a valuable addition to
any fly fisher's arsenal.

Advantages of Using Abu Optic Flies

* Attractive and Enticing: The flashy materials and holographic fibers
create an irresistible attraction for fish. * Versatile and Effective: Suitable
for various fish species and conditions, allowing anglers to adapt their
approach. * Easy to Tie: The simple and straightforward tying process
makes it accessible to anglers of all skill levels. * Proven Success:
Generations of anglers have relied on Abu Optic flies to enhance their
fishing experience.

Tying and fishing the Abu Optic flies opens up a world of possibilities in the
pursuit of your favorite fish species. By understanding the characteristics
and techniques outlined in this article, you can create and wield these
effective flies to maximize your success on the water. Embrace the
brilliance of the Abu Optic flies and unlock the true potential of your fly-
fishing adventures.
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